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OpenText™ Life Sciences Express
Simple, role-based access to information anytime, anywhere, on any device
Life Sciences companies have made enormous strides
in improving efficiency–an imperative, given the many
pressures inherent in the industry today. Key to boosting
efficiency is streamlining processes and helping people
be more productive by accomplishing their tasks more
quickly. Your executives, employees and partners expect
to be able to function outside the office and get their
tasks done quickly, anytime and anywhere, on any device.
But obstacles get in the way: namely, cumbersome
interfaces, VPN security requirements and compliance
risks created by working outside the system of record for
review and approval.
Users shouldn’t be stymied by inconvenient log-in procedures or poorly designed interfaces.
They shouldn’t have to navigate through complex folder structures searching for content or
trying to figure out how to get simple tasks done. And a one-size-fits-all user experience,
even if simple, still falls short when it isn’t tailored to the user’s role to show only what is truly
pertinent to getting the job done quickly and efficiently.

Productivity improvements with a tailored interface
OpenText has solved this challenge with Life Sciences Express. An extension to OpenText
Documentum for Life Sciences, Life Sciences Express is a responsively designed interface
that provides a consumer-like, streamlined, intuitive experience. And best of all, it is rolebased, providing only tasks and content relevant to the user. Now, users can review and
approve documents on the go, without compromising security or compliance.
Tailored to each user, the interface enables multifaceted search and provides personalized
collections of documents and easy task management. With no formal training, casual users,
as well as external partners can get started on their laptop, tablet or phone, with only a
browser and internet connection. They no longer have to waste time logging into the system
via VPN to complete tasks within the system of record. And external partners can securely
access content, approve documents and participate in workflows, dramatically streamlining
processes and reducing errors and unnecessary rework.

E N T E R P R I S E I N F O R M AT I O N M A N A G E M E N T

SUMMARY
OpenText™ Life Sciences Express
offers an intuitive, role-based user
experience for managing information
and tasks anywhere, anytime, on any
device–laptop, tablet or phone–without
compromising security or compliance. An
extension to OpenText™ Documentum™
for Life Sciences, this lightweight
application is built on the cloud-native
LEAP platform, enabling multi-faceted
search, personalized collections of
documents and easy task management.
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Full compliance by connecting to
Documentum
Life Sciences Express is a lightweight application provisioned
via the cloud-native LEAP platform, OpenText’s next-generation
Enterprise Content Management solution. The platform connects
to your Documentum for Life Sciences solution for immediate
boosts in productivity and efficiency. It also assures compliance,
capturing controlled processes in the audit trail, generating 21 CFR
Part 11–compliant electronic signatures and ensuring a single
authoritative source for regulated content.

Life Sciences Express in action
During clinical trials: Users need easy access to time-sensitive
activities. With Life Sciences Express, they can eliminate difficulties
in connecting to VPN and understanding how to complete tasks,
which cause delays in reviewing and approving of clinical documents. This can speed up submissions to the Institutional Review
Board for approval, resulting in an earlier start date for the trial.

During regulatory submissions: Users need easy access to
submission-relevant content. With Life Sciences Express, they can
speed submission preparation by navigating submission-like virtual
structures or organizing documents in collections for findability and
effective review and approvals. The results are faster agency approval, reduced time to market and competitive advantage. With easy
access to the system of record, organizations can also reduce delays
in the review and approval of agency communications, eliminating
time-consuming work and improving consistency and accuracy.
During the quality assurance process: Users need to easily
access, review and approve procedural documentation. With Life
Sciences Express, they can approve documents faster and distribute and access relevant documents to ensure quality and eliminate
compliance risk.

Get started today
With Life Sciences Express, you are taking the next step toward
digital transformation and the productivity improvements you
need to thrive in today’s hyper-competitive environment. To learn
more, visit us at www.opentext.com.
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